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Stability of functional characteristics of transparent electrodes based on

the ZnO :Ga/Ag/ZnO :Ga multilayer structure
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Since the stability of functional properties of a transparent conducting three−layer structure ZnO:Ga/Ag/ZnO:Ga

is important for practical application, we studied its long-term durability and thermal stability in air environment.

It has been demonstrated that after prolonged interaction with the air environment at room temperature (for
∼ 1000 days) and further heat treatment in air at temperatures of up to 450◦C (for up to 10 h), the three−layer

structure retains its integrity and is characterized by a low sheet resistance Rs = 2.8�/sq at average transmittance

in the visible range Tav = 82.1%.
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Transparent electrodes are important components of

many optoelectronic devices [1]. Recently, along with

conventional materials for transparent electrodes based on

wide−bandgap oxides (In2O3, SnO2, ZnO, TiO2), great

interest is attracted also by three−layer structures in which

between two oxide layers there is an ultrathin continuous

layer of Cu, Ag, Au, etc. [2,3]. The metal layer continuity

in such structures provides record−breaking low values of

the total specific resistance (10−5 � · cm) that are an order

of magnitude lower than those characteristic of conventional

oxide−based transparent electrodes. What is also important

is that formation of such structures does not typically need

heating of the substrates, which provides great opportunities

for their commercial fabrication on polymer substrates.

In addition, the technique of DC magnetron sputtering

widely used in opto— and microelectronics suits well their

layer−by−layer formation.

However, in estimating the possibility of using one or

another material as a transparent electrode it is important

to know how their functional characteristics change during

their direct contact with the environment and in the

process of various thermal treatments. Though stability

of conventional transparent conducting electrodes based on

wide−bandgap oxides is already well studied [4,5], the

question about time stability of characteristics of multilayer

transparent conducting structures needs further investiga-

tion [6].

Earlier, in 2019, we performed optimization of thick-

nesses of the oxide layers and silver interlayer of

the three−layer symmetric system ZnO :Ga/Ag/ZnO :Ga

(GAG) so as to reach the maximal FOM (figure of merit)
= T 10

av /Rs (where Tav is the mean optical transmittance,

Rs is the sheet resistance of the transparent electrode) [7].

We have shown that, when the optimized oxide layer thick-

ness is dGZO = 40 nm and thickness of the ultrathin interme-

diate silver layer is dAg = 10 nm (Fig. 1, a), the three−layer

GAG structure whose fabrication details are presented in [8]
is characterized by low sheet resistance Rs0 = 2.45�/sq,

high transparence Tav0 = 81.3% and record−breaking FOM

criterion FOM0 = 5.2 · 10−2 �−1. Therewith, the bottom

oxide layer dGZO = 40 nm thick provided early coalescence

of Ag nucleation centers and formation of a continuous

metal nanofilm, Fig. 1, b) characterized by minimal light

scattering from discontinuities (pores, large aggregates, etc.);
jointly with the identical top oxide layer, the interlayer

ensured the maximal antireflection effect [9].

This paper presents the results of studying stability

of functional characteristics of the given GAG structure

during aging (indoor storage for 33 months at the mean

temperature of 24◦C and mean relative humidity of 65%)
and also during annealing in air at the temperatures of

up to 450◦C (in the tube−type furnace Nabertherm RD

30/200/11, Germany).

In general, visual examination of the samples after

aging and thermal treatment has not revealed any signs of

degradation, except for the edge regions (up to 1mm from

the substrate edge) where the structure delamination was

observed after annealing at 450◦C; the delamination was

connected with silver oxidation due to lateral diffusion of

oxygen through the three−layer structure butt end.

After the long−term storage of the sample, no variations

in its microstructure were revealed. The diffractogram of the

aged sample, as well as that of the initial sample, exhibited

two main reflexes located at 34.10 and 38.25◦ which were

related to reflection from plane (002) of the ZnO hexagonal

lattice and plane (111) of the Ag cubic lattice, respectively.
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Figure 1. SEM microphotos of the transverse cleave of

the three−layer GAG structure with the optimized layer thick-

nesses (a) and of the surface of a 10 nm thin Ag film deposited

on the ZnO :Ga (GZO) film 40 nm thick (b).

The aged sample diffractogram did not exhibit new reflexes,

while the location and shape of two already revealed reflexes

remained the same (Fig. 2, a).

In their turn, subsequent annealings of the aged sample

led to structural variations. The increase in the annealing

temperature and duration caused a considerable shift of

the 002 ZnO reflex position towards the tabular value

(2θ0 = 34.40◦) and also a slight amplitude increase and

width decrease, which evidences an improvement in the

ZnO phase crystallinity. As for the 111Ag reflex, annealing

did not change its location but caused essential variations

in its shape. After annealing at 350◦C, the reflex is

characterized by the presence of smooth right and left

shoulders and scarcely pronounced peaks on the reflex

maximum (indicated by arrows in Fig. 2, a), which means

that a few less intense reflexes are superimposed on the

main 111Ag reflex (see the Fig. 2 inset). This complex

shape of the reflex may be explained either by partial silver

oxidation with formation of the Ag2O3 [10] and Ag2O [11]
phases or by formation in the metal interlayer of several

populations of Ag nanocrystallites with different sizes of

coherent scattering regions [12,13]. The observed decrease

in the width of main reflex 111Ag (at 0.64◦ for the initial

and aged samples and at 0.56◦ for the annealed samples)
may be explained by reduction of microdeformations of the

Ag nanocrystalline lattices and an increase in their mean

size. A slight decrease in the 111Ag reflex intensity relative

to that of the 002 ZnO reflex after the final annealing at

450◦C may be an evidence of partial escape of silver into

the neighboring oxide layers and increase in the fraction of

partly oxidized silver.

Comparison of the optical spectrometry data for the

initial and aged samples showed that the bell shape of

the initial sample spectrum changed scarcely after storing

for 33 months (Fig. 2, b). While maximum transmittance

Tmax = 89.5% for the initial sample was observed at the

wavelength λmax = 528 nm, the sample aging resulted

in slight reduction of the height of the bell−shaped

transmission band and in a rightward shift of its maximum

(Tmax = 87.5%, λmax = 542 nm).
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Figure 2. a — sections of the GAG sample diffractograms

with reflexes 002 ZnO and 111Ag. 1 — the aged sample,

2 — the sample after two−hour annealing at 350◦C, 3 — the

sample after ten−hour annealing at 350◦C, 4 — the sample

after two−hour annealing at 450◦C. The inset presents a case of

decomposition of a complex−shape reflex located at 2θ = 38.25◦ .

b — optical transmission spectra of the GAG three−layer structure

immediately after sputter deposition (1), after long−term storage

(2), after the first two−hour annealing in air at 350◦C (3), after
the subsequent ten−hour annealing at 350◦C (4) and after the

final two−hour annealing in air at 450◦C (5).
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Figure 3. Relative variations in the sheet resistance 1Rs/Rs0

(1), mean optical transmittance for the 400−700 nm range

1Tav/Tav0 (2) and variation in the figure of merit FOM (3) due to

long−term storage and annealing.

The following two−hour annealing in air at 350◦C results

in broadening of the bell−like transmission band mainly due

to an increase in the violet spectrum range. Tmax reaches

88.9% at λmax = 530 nm.

The following annealings, namely, the ten−hour one

at 350◦C and next two−hour one at 450◦C, caused an

increase in the transmittance in the violet and orange−red

spectrum ranges and slight reduction in the center of the

visible range (λ = 500−600 nm) with retaining the trans-

mission maximum location in the vicinity of λmax = 540 nm.

Fig. 3 demonstrates relative variations in the main

functional characteristics of the GAG structure (mean

transmittance Tav for the wavelength range of 400−700 nm

and sheet resistance Rs), as well as absolute variation in the

studied structure FOM after storage for 33 months and after

exposure to subsequent anneals.

One can see that after long−term storage sheet resistance

Rs increased by ∼ 4% to the value of 2.55�/sq, while

transmittance Tav decreased by ∼ 2% as compared with

corresponding values for the initial sample. This results in

the FOM decrease due to the sample aging by 18% and

getting the value of 4.2 · 10−2 �−1. Since the aged GAG

sample does not exhibit structural variations and demon-

strates only scarce variations in the post−aging transmission

spectrum, it is possible to assume that reduction of the

three−layer structure functional characteristics is caused by

variations in electrical and optical properties of the thin

top oxide layer. Degradation of electrooptical properties

of the ZnO−based layer may be connected with surface

states of the ZnO nanocrystallites. It is known that the

ZnO−based transparent conducting layers up to 100 nm

thick do not exhibit high stability of electrical characteristics

in contacting the environment [14]. Absorption of oxygen

and water molecules at the grain−grain interfaces causes

degradation of electrical properties of thin ZnO films due

to enhancement of charge carriers scattering from the

grain−grain interfaces. Along with this it is known that

properties of the ZnO :Ga transparent conducting films are

nevertheless more stable than those of undoped ZnO and

ZnO :Al [5,15].

The following two−hour aged sample annealing in air

at 350◦C FOM provides a considerable FOM increase

to 5.9 · 10−2 �−1 which is higher than FOM0. The observed

FOM increase caused by simultaneous reduction of Rs

and growth of Tav may be explained by annealing of

multiple ZnO and Ag defects characteristic of the layers

deposited at relatively low temperatures [6]. Annealing of

defects leads to reduction of light scattering and also of

scattering of charge carriers inside the crystallites and on

their boundaries. During annealing, the top oxide layer

efficiently prevents the oxidant delivery to the ultrathin Ag

layer that is the main supplier of free charge carriers in the

three−layer structure.

As a result of two further intense thermal treatments,

despite Tav remains high, 1Rs/Rs0 increases monotonically

by ∼ 14% (Rs = 2.8�/sq), which leads to a slight FOM

decrease to 5.0 · 10−2 �−1. The sheet resistance increase

may be caused by partial oxidation of silver and by mutual

diffusion between the layers. It is known that when ZnO

is doped with silver, its conductivity can decrease by a few

orders of magnitude [16].

Notice that our investigation did not reveal fatal destruc-

tion of the three−layer structure caused by transformation of

the continuous silver layer into separate large grains or by its

total oxidation in the process of annealing at temperatures

above 300◦C [6,17]. Those papers noticed that adding low

amounts of Al to silver in the ZnO/Ag/ZnO multilayer struc-

tures inhibits silver aggregation and interdiffusion between

the metal and oxide layers, which increases considerably

the thermal stability. In the case of the GAG three−layer

structure it is possible to assume that the role of such an

inhibitor may be played by Ga diffusing during annealing

from the oxide layers to the inter-layer interfaces and directly

into the silver layer. High stability of three−layer structures

in which thin ZnO :Ga films are used as oxide components

was emphasized also by other researchers [18].

Thus, in this work we have studied stability of func-

tional characteristics of transparent conducting structure

ZnO :Ga/Ag/ZnO :Ga fabricated by magnetron sputtering

on an unheated substrate during its long−term contact with

the environment and in the process of subsequent thermal

treatments in open air. High stability of the three−layer

structure with optimized thicknesses of its layers has

been demonstrated. In 33 months after deposition, the

sheet resistance increased by 4%, while the visible−range

transparence decreased by 2%. Also it has been shown

that atmospheric annealing of the multilayer structure at

the temperatures of up to 350◦C promotes improvement

of its functional characteristics. High stability of the

ZnO :Ga/Ag/ZnO :G three−layer structures opens wide op-

portunities for implementing various−purpose transparent

electrodes based on these structures.
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